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THRED Online Response Team 
What does a member of the THRED Online Response Team do? 
The Online Response Team assists THRED staff in connecting with a large variety of people online. As a 
team member, your primary role will be to engage in authentic conversations using the internet. You may 
respond to emails, post on online forums, or engage in a conversation on Facebook. Whatever your role, 
you will be conversing with people who have diverse viewpoints and questions. You will respond with 
resources, prayers, and a simple word of hope.

Who are THRED Online Response Team members?
Volunteers range in age, experience, and location. THRED Online Response Team members are maturing 
Christians who are open to conversations with people from all walks of life. They are able to converse 
online using the latest technology and platforms.

What is the time commitment to be on the team?
Volunteers spend an average of 2-3 hours a week online, any time of the day that works for them. 
Volunteers commit to 6-month terms which they can continue as long as they still feel the desire to be 
involved and are effective in their service. 

What are the technology requirements?
You will need a personal computer or tablet with internet access and up-to-date software programs, and 
it is important that your technology is protected with a current and operational antivirus system. It is 
also essential that you have at least an intermediate level knowledge using the computer and internet. 
Essential skills include navigating between computer programs/windows and using cut, copy, and paste. 

What training and support is provided?
Lutheran Hour Ministries provides an online training program. The initial training takes 3-4 hours, which 
you can take at any time that is convenient for you. After you have completed the training you will 
be paired with an individual coach. During the first few weeks of your service your coach will support 
you and approve all messages before you send them. Ongoing training and support is also provided 
throughout the year by Lutheran Hour Ministries/THRED staff. 

I’m not sure I can be a volunteer. Are there other ways I can be involved? 
Absolutely! You can support THRED by giving financially. Stay tuned for more information on other ways 
you can support THRED! 

How do I become a volunteer? 
Contact Jennifer Prophete or go to lhm.org/thred and complete an application today! 
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